PUB QUIZ
Q. #5: WE ARE ALL ON A NO-FLY LIST
NORTHERN CASSOWARY
KAWAPO
SHOEBILL
OUSTRICH
ARE YOU?
A Stolen Life

This sketch on life was made whilst high on Pritstick and Tippex with limited supply of leccy (the price of life on the road). Image search was done manually not tapping buttons. Just scissors — back to the zine-world of the ’80s, humour meets Wordsworth meets a complete lack of artistic talent, keeping poking fun alive. Laughter can be liberatory with an uncontrolled smile.

Enjoy, keep it real Adbusters!

Anti-social hooligans
IF IT WAS POSSIBLE TO SAVE THE WORLD BY RUNNING A MARATHON THERE WOULD BE AN ALL-OUT STATE BAN ON THIS LEEMING-LIKE ACTIVITY. PERPETUAL CRISIS IS WHAT KEEPS THE WHEELS IN MOTION. PEAK, CRASH & BURN.

YOU'VE USED ALL YOUR ENERGY FOCUSING ON PASSING THE FINISHING-LINE,

WHEN A SHORT TIME SPENT IN CRITICAL THOUGHT MIGHT HAVE SAVED YOU FROM THE GUILT YOU SUFFER FROM BECAUSE YOU DON'T HAVE THE ANSWERS TO PUT THE WORLD TO RIGHTS.
"YOU KNOW THAT NEW ROAD THEIR BUILDING THAT YOU DON'T LIKE.

YOU KNOW WHY THEIR BUILDING IT?

IT'S BECAUSE YOU'RE NOT FUCKING STOPPING THEM."
THIS IS ONE IN THE EYE

FOR CORPORATE SURVEILLANCE!
IT'S SIMPLE,

THEY APPLY A LITTLE PRESSURE

& YOU ROLL-OVER.

WHY, ?
IF YOUR CONSERVATISM DRAWS YOU BACK TO THE LINE OF THE ESTABLISHMENT NO MATTER
WHAT GLAD-RAGS, UNIFORM YOU CHOOSE, HOWEVER MUCH BACK-SLAPPING & HIGH FIVE'S ARE
GIVEN OUT, IS THE V-SIGN A LACK OF IMAGINATION OF WHAT TO DO WITH THE HANDS?
VICTORY FOR CHURCHILL?
A GESTURE OF PEACE
WWW.RIOTCLEANUP.COM
UNITE AGAINST RIOTERS

OR: RECOGNITION THAT YOU'VE
RESOLVED YOURSELF TO BEING A VICTIM,
A TEENAGE UNDER-COVER GOTH?

"it's not fare" said Harry Enfield's Kevin

SO IF IT'S NOT FUCKING FARE, WHEN EVER WAS IT?

IF YOU STOP FIGHTING
YOU'VE RUBBER-STAMPED YOURSELF "LOSER"

FIND A WILL TO GO ON, FASHION'S DIE OUT, SOME FRIENDSHIP CIRCLES
SLIP BY THE WAYSIDE, BUT LOOK AT YOURSELF, HOW MUCH OF YOUR PARENT'S
VALUE-SYSTEM ARE YOU TRYING TO PROP UP?, WHAT EXACTLY ARE YOU TRYING TO
PRESERVE? DON'T TRAP YOURSELF IN A JAR, THE BUCK STOPS WITH YOU &
ONLY YOU, YOUR ASSESSMENT OF THE SHIT WE ARE IN!
THE GAME'S ON, DO YOU HAVE IT IN YOU?

TO SURVIVE & NOT GET ARRESTED,

START: IN A WOOD IN ENGLAND, A GROUP, NAKED WITH NOTHING, GO SOLO OR SOLIDARITY?

GO FOR IT 2 WKS LIVE BY YOUR WITS
NOT LIKING SECURITY BOTTLE-NECKS, AIRPORTS IN PARTICULAR, WE REALISED WE ACT LOCALLY & THINK GLOBALLY, SEEING THAT WE ARE OLD-SKOOL & DATED SHIT.

BEING PROBABLY VERY PAROCHIAL & UNFORTUNATELY INDIGENOUS ENTRENCHED & WELL DUG-IN POSSIBLY STUBBORN, BUT OUR HEARTS & MINDS WITH THOSE IN FAR OFF LANDS WHO HAVE TO FIGHT HARDER DAYS THAN US
To remain nonviolent but see the necessity for a great social upheaval must be frustrating, the contradictions of how to make fractures so people can see that it is possible to break out of modern civilization that has trapped us so we run nowhere like spiders in honey, it's what modern day dreams are made up of.

You wake up tangled in sheets, break the dilemma, yourself realization.

Your true identity surely can't be the shit they feed you, that they call comfort.
BECOME ONE cadet. VISUAL CONFORMITY CAN BE SEEN AS A FORM OF CAMOUFLAGE.
I think I understand the heart-beat of the city.

I want to make this a difficult place for criminals to be.

Making this a hostile environment for people who want to commit crime, is very important to me.

I would not want any form of criminality to get a foothold & people feel that they can get away with behaving in that way within Bristol.
Yeah, everybody loves a nurse, they care about people, but there's those whether they are loved or not will do what they want and follow their desires their path, popularity is not their prime goal.

They may not save lives or mop up your shit.

But try and spread a vision about you having some sort of control over your destiny.
tyler durden says: the 1st rule for boy is you don't talk about things that go missing from the store room

2nd rule you keep your mouth shut about breakages, these things just happen when the shelves are stacked by low-paid workers,

3rd rule is don't talk about the mice
tye-dyed union jack passion in de petrol-bomb,
urban/rural they wanna divide us they wanna decide for us,
this country's big on weapon export but they do not like the diy effort.

nails in potatoes used as projectiles you can kiss my ass gov't because we still know's how to smiles.
Because I'm white-trash, because I'm an under-achieving chav you think you can stick me in a ware house, in a men's job, you think can break me, make me, as if I ain't got a soul slightly intact, your wrong, I've got an imagination, I think past tomorrow, I got a memory at least ten seconds longer than a goldfish, you condescending twat, you make me laugh for all the wrong reasons, you kiss all the dait cheeks and throw out advice as though I was born yesterday, on how I should get on in life, pull up my socks and while I'm at it you'll be measuring me up at spec-savers for rose-tinted optimism, but I can see clearly now the rain has gone, my cynical twist on life suits me fine sir, get out of my face.

I'd do a bank robbery but I'm too long in the tooth and the cops are half my age and are packing heavy artillery, I'll stick to squirrel ling away, at the cheese that the nice girl gift-wraps for me on the waitrose deli, I'm on a go-slow, slack liner. It's an art of balance, I'm chilling mate, not asking anyone to give me a break, I'll make my own luck. I can see the fractures in the system, my eyes are fine thank you very much.

I hear the CCTV camera's are down in Primark, but there's nothing worth stealing, this hole in my shoe is pissin' me off, but I pick summit up later in the charity shop and then I smile all the way to the offie. Financially challenged but not dumb or smart enough to play the stock market.

I sit in a park swigging away with a profound realisation that designer labels are for folk with a severe lack of self identity, Rolex - time waster.
Lucky 15/31/63

BONUS
WE GIVE YOU DOUBLE THE ODDS FOR ONLY ONE WINNER!
PLUS IF ALL YOUR SELECTIONS WIN WE WILL ADD A BONUS TO YOUR RETURN.
"WIN PART ONLY" IF EACH WAY.

SELECTIONS:

1. Bristol 8 May 4th
2. Black Hawk 8 May 3rd
3. Dolly Etrange 8 May 4th
4. Old Guard 8 May 5th

4th

Gambling Odds

3/1 - PROTESTER ARRESTED, BEAT OR DEPRESSED

98/1 - ARSONIST'S GET CAUGHT

Coral
Best Odds Guaranteed
On all greyhound races

Online & Mobile

Coral Live Stream
DON'T MISS A MINUTE FROM UK DOG TRACKS ON ALL BAGS &
BETS MEETINGS LIVE ON YOUR PC, PHONE, IPAD OR ANDROID DEVICE.